supported the model results. Our results therefore suggest an influence of the NAO on the initiation of El Niño via a process that involves Eurasian snow anomalies associated with the NAO phase.
Introduction
In a companion paper, Oshika et al. (2014) (hereafter Part I) have shown observational evidence of relationships between the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), El Niño/ Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and the Western Pacific pattern (WP) through statistical analyses of a 51-year (1960-2010) reanalysis dataset. The analysis revealed a roughly 1-year-lagged negative correlation between the NAO, WP, and ENSO. Specifically, when a negative (positive) phase of the NAO occurs in December, a warm (cold) ENSO phase occurs in the following year sometime in the summer-to-winter time interval, and a positive (negative) phase of the WP occurs in the following December. These results imply that the NAO can be used to predict monthly mean weather during the following winter in the Asian Far East. Because positive (negative) WP patterns are associated with warm (cold) ENSO phases (Horel and Wallace 1981) , the linkage between the NAO and ENSO the following year is important for predictive purposes. To confirm the proposed processes shown in Part I, we performed a multi-model ensemble analysis in Part II using the Coupled Global Climate Model (CGCM) from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) of the World Climate Research Programme (Meehl et al. 2007; Randall et al. 2007 ) as a counterpart of Part I.
Abstract A 1-year-lagged relationship between the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in winter and El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the following year was examined with a multi-model ensemble analysis using Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 models. A coherency index was developed as a measure of the coherence between the NAO and ENSO in each model and used as a weighting factor in the ensemble model. Weighted multimodel ensemble means of the regressed field on the maximum covariance analysis coefficients between the surface pressure field in the North Atlantic (NAO field) and the sea surface temperature field in the equatorial Pacific (ENSO field) were explored. The results indicated that when the wintertime NAO was in its negative (positive) phase, anomalous atmospheric circulation associated with a large (small) Eurasian snow mass anomaly intensified (weakened) the Asian cold surge and the westerly wind burst (WWB) in the warm pool region. Intensification of the WWB initiates El Niño. A sensitivity experiment using an idealized dry general circulation model revealed that the atmospheric response to anomalous, near-surface cooling associated with an anomalous Eurasian snow mass induced higher surface pressure near the Tibetan plateau and thus intensified the Asian cold surge and WWB. Linear regression analyses applied to the reanalysis data strongly Previous studies have demonstrated a significant causeand-effect relationship between atmospheric circulation anomalies over the North Atlantic and ENSO events (e.g., Enfield and Mayer 1997; Klein et al. 1999; Saravanan and Chang 2000) through Pacific/North Atlantic (PNA) teleconnection patterns (Wallace and Gutzler 1981) or stratospheric pathways (Scaife et al. 2005; Cagnazzo and Manzini 2009) . Such influences of tropical atmospheric phenomena on the mid-and high-latitudes have been well studied. On the other hand, some previous studies have reported possible influences of atmospheric teleconnections in the mid-and high-latitudes on the initiation of ENSO (e.g., Nakamura et al. 2006 Nakamura et al. , 2007 Wang et al. 2011; Ham et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014) . Some processes that connect mid-and high-latitude variations with the tropics have been hypothesized. For example, a significant connection between the NAO and Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) on intra-seasonal timescales has been demonstrated (i.e., Cassou 2008 , Lin et al. 2009 ). Because the MJO is one of the important external forcings for ENSO outbreaks (i.e., Zavala-Garay et al. 2005) , a linkage between the NAO and MJO might explain an indirect influence of the mid-and high-latitudes on the initiation of ENSO. However, some studies have suggested that there is a direct influence of mid-and high-latitude variations on ENSO. For example, Wang et al. (2011) have shown that cold sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies during the summer in the North Atlantic cause a pattern of atmospheric teleconnections that intensifies the Asian winter monsoon. Associated cyclonic anomalies at off-equator locations then produce the equatorial westerly winds that initiate El Niño. Nakamura et al. (2006 Nakamura et al. ( , 2007 have shown that the Asian cold surge associated with the Arctic Oscillation (AO) (Thompson and Wallace 1998) in the late winter often triggers an ENSO in the following winter by modulating the westerly wind burst (WWB) over the maritime continent. Many studies have reported observational evidence that the Asian cold surge excites a WWB over the maritime continent (e.g., Yu and Rienecker 1998; Yu et al. 2003; Nakamura et al. 2007) . A WWB is one of the most important triggers for initiation of an ENSO (Seiki et al. 2011) . For example, an oceanic equatorial Kelvin wave is initiated by a WWB (Giese and Harrison 1990; Kindle and Phoebus 1995) . Because El Niño tends to be initiated in the spring (Philander 1985) , the Asian cold surge and its associated WWB intensification in the late winter or early spring are key components of the explanation of the remote influence of extra-tropical atmospheric variations on ENSO. In contrast, some studies have reported a relationship between Eurasian snow cover and ENSO (e.g., Barnett et al. 1989; Yasunari 1987 , Yasunari et al. 1991 . The NAO during the winter is strongly related to western Eurasian snow cover (Hori and Yasunari 2003) . Eurasian snow cover may also be a key to understanding the relationship between the NAO and ENSO. In Part I, we have also demonstrated a significant impact of the winter NAO on tropical atmospheric circulation over the maritime continent via the response of Rossby waves to surface cooling caused by the Eurasian snow cover anomaly.
We have reported observational evidence of relationships between the NAO, ENSO, and WP in Part I. As a counterpart of Part I, in this paper we carried out a numerical modeling study. The extent of the agreement between the numerical model results and observations facilitates identification of the mechanism that links the NAO during the winter with ENSO during the following year. The final goal of this study was to identify the mechanism that may connect the NAO, ENSO, and WP. On the basis of the aforementioned hypothesized processes, we especially focused on the role of the Eurasian snow anomaly. This focus was motivated by the fact that simulated snow behavior is strongly model dependent, and its impacts on atmospheric variations due to the thermal dynamics associated with surface cooling, snow falling, and snow melting has not yet been established (e.g., Roesch 2006; Peings and Douville 2010) . Examining the influence of the reproducibility of the simulated snow on the NAO-ENSO relationship is therefore a valuable exercise. In the case of a relationship with a 1-year time lag between locations as spatially and temporally remote as Europe and the tropical Pacific, numerical model experiments are useful for elucidating the nature of the relationship and providing insights into the physical processes that underlie the relationship. Because a coupled atmosphere-ocean climate model is required to simulate the evolution of ENSO, we used the products of the coupled atmosphere-ocean climate models from the CMIP3 of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) (Meehl et al. 2007; Randall et al. 2007) in the present study to confirm the observational evidence.
Comparison of the results of the many models with observations provided a rigorous test of the hypothesized mechanisms. In CMIP3, there are considerable model dependencies of the spatial patterns and time scales of both the NAO and ENSO. For example, the southern part of the center of activity of the NAO in the CMIP3 models has a general tendency to be displaced westward (Stoner et al. 2009; Handorf and Dethloff 2012) . In the case of ENSO, some of the CMIP3 models reproduce the features of the observed ENSO transitions, but most models fail to reproduce transitional processes during both the warm and cold ENSO phases (Ohba et al. 2010) . Therefore, even if the physical processes that link the NAO with ENSO are reproduced well in each model, it is difficult to demonstrate a relationship between the NAO and ENSO consistent with observations by uniform application of conventional methods such as the SST anomaly in Niño regions or the difference in sea level pressure between fixed geographical locations such as Lisbon and Reykjavik (NAO) or Tahiti and Darwin (Southern Oscillation Index). Because the CMIP3 models behave differently, examination of the linkages between the NAO and ENSO with these models should take into account the maximum variance of each model's interannual variability. We therefore developed a new index, the Coherency Index (CI), which indicates the degree of coherence between two dominant patterns. We applied the CI to the results of the multi-model ensemble of the coupled atmosphere-ocean climate models from the CMIP3 dataset. Application of the CI to the CMIP3 multi-model results enabled us to distinguish the models that simulated the relationship between the winter NAO and the subsequent ENSO from the models that failed to simulate a NAO-ENSO relationship. Furthermore, this analysis enabled us to calculate a weighted, multi-model ensemble mean. The weighted ensemble mean of the multi-model results gave us physical information about the connection between the NAO and ENSO. On the basis of previous studies and the results of Part I, we examined the role of the Eurasian snow anomaly on the NAO-ENSO relationship. In particular, we examined the impact of the behavior of the Eurasian snow simulated by the CMIP3 models on the NAO-ENSO relationship. Furthermore, we performed an idealized experiment using a simplified atmospheric general circulation model (GCM) to examine the atmospheric responses to the Eurasian snow cover anomalies. The results of that experiment are discussed and compared with the CMIP3 results.
Data
The CMIP3 models used in this study are listed in Table 1 . We chose 16 models, the output of which included surface temperature (SST in the ocean) and surface pressure (Ps), which are required for calculating the CI (details in Sect. 3.1). We analyzed 100-year output records of the "Climate of the twentieth century" (scenario 20C3M) run of the 16 models. For each of the models, we used only one ensemble member (i.e., run1). We used monthly mean fields for the period 1901-2000. A 5-year, high-pass filter was initially applied to all data to avoid spurious or unwanted correlations between the NAO and ENSO caused by long-term trends.
To verify that our CI provided an accurate indication of the coherency between the NAO and ENSO, we also applied the CI calculation to the Ps values from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996) and to the SST from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature dataset (HadISST) for the period 1961-2010. The snow depth data from 1979 through 2010 in the Japan Meteorological Agency Climate Data Assimilation System reanalysis (JCDAS) (Onogi et al. 2007 ) were also used. All these are the same as the data used in Part I. We initially applied a 5-year, high-pass filter to those data.
Methods

Coherency index (CI)
As mentioned in the introduction, reproducibility of teleconnection patterns strongly depends on the performance of each GCM. The reproducibility of each teleconnection pattern does not guarantee the reproducibility of the relationship (i.e., coherency) between teleconnection patterns. We developed the CI to objectively examine the performance of the relationships between teleconnection patterns, such as NAO and ENSO, in each GCM. This approach was essential when we analyzed the relationship between two teleconnection patterns using multi-model ensemble simulation results, such as CMIP3 data. In this section we Table 1 List of models used in this study. The second column describes the WWB-ENSO lag relationship shown by Seiki et al. (2011) "Good" indicates that the WWB precedes the ENSO with a time lag of several months (2-10 months). "Acceptable" indicates that the WWB precedes the ENSO, but the time lag is only 1 month. CI values of the corresponding NAO month (November/December/January/February) are shown in the third column. Numbers in bold font exceed the criterion of 0. introduce the procedure for obtaining the CI and explain the physical meaning of the CI. Calculation of the CI requires the eigenvectors and singular vectors of two spatiotemporal matrices. First, we obtain the eigenvectors of the spatiotemporal matrices A for one field and P for the other field by use of empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) (Von Storch and Zwiers 1999) as follows:
where the superscript T denotes the transpose, X m and λ m are the eigenvector and eigenvalue of the mth pattern, respectively, and M is the total number of patterns. Next, we obtain the singular vector of the cross-covariance matrix of A and P by using a maximum-covariance analysis (MCA) method (Von Storch and Zwiers 1999) as follows:
where Y m is the singular vector of the mth pattern corresponding to the fields denoted by subscripts A and P, and γ m is the singular value of the mth pattern. In order to simplify the explanation, we discuss here only the primary pattern. Thus, X A and X P hereafter indicate the eigenvectors of the primary pattern (i.e., EOF1). Similarly, Y A and Y P indicate the spatial pattern of the maximum covariance, which is determined by maximizing the covariance between two MCA expansion coefficients, T A and T P , i.e., respective time scores of Y A and Y P . The time scores of Y A and Y P , are obtained as follows:
The spatial correlation between the EOF1 and MCA indicates the similarity between them. The CI is defined as the multiplicative product of the spatial correlations of the two fields. That is,
Because the quantity in each angle bracket is normalized by the norm of EOF1 and MCA, CI must lie in the interval −1 to 1. It should be noted that we did not apply the equal-area weighting for both EOF and MCA. Chung and Nigam (1999) reported the dependency of the resultant patterns of the multivariate analysis on the weighting methods.
(1)
Therefore, our result might be changed by applying the weighting method. However, validating which weighting method is more suitable is beyond of the focus of this study. We applied the CI to the Pacific SST and Atlantic Ps fields obtained from CMIP3 models. A procedure for applying the CI to CMIP3 models is diagramed in Fig. 1 . We defined P to be the time-dependent tropical Pacific SST field corresponding to ENSO (160°-270°E, 10°S-10°N, July through January). By the definition of the time-dependent, that is, not a single month or multi month average but the evolution of SST anomalies from July to January, EOF of P is expected to capture an ENSO-related signal, considering the development time scale of ENSO. Then the EOF1 of P, X P , showed an ENSO-like pattern for all 16 of the CMIP3 models (not shown). Spatial patterns, evolutions, peak longitudes, and peak times of the SST anomaly of EOF1 in the individual model were very similar to those shown by Ohba et al. (2010) . We defined A to be the Atlantic Ocean Ps field corresponding to the NAO (60°W-30°E, 20°-90°N). We treated X A and X P differently because of the timeframe of the NAO. The EOF1 of A, X A , was calculated for each month during the winter: November, December, January, and February. Hereafter, these 4 months are referred to as NAO months. X P showed a NAO-like pattern in all NAO months in all models (not shown). Next, we applied MCA to P and A. Note that because A was defined in each NAO month, a MCA was carried out for four pairs of P and A for each model. Note furthermore that for this MCA, P lags A by about 1 year because of the observed 1-year lag between the NAO and ENSO. For example, P beginning from July in a certain year was paired with A in November of the previous year. As shown in Fig. 1 , MCA was calculated for four NAO months of 16 CMIP3 models individually. We thus obtained 64 pairs of Y P and Y A , and we calculated 64 CIs with Eq. (6). In this CI calculation, we initially arranged the phase of X P (X A ) to correspond to the warm (negative) phase of ENSO (NAO). The NAO and ENSO were apparent in the EOF1 of the Atlantic Ps (X A ) and the Pacific SST (X P ), respectively, in all models. A MCA elicited the spatial patterns with the most covariance between the North Atlantic Ps and the Pacific SST (precisely, obtained by maximizing the covariance between the expansion coefficients of the two fields). However, there is no guarantee that the most covariant pattern between the two fields (MCA pattern) is the same as the EOF1s of the two fields.
Large positive values of the CI signify spatial similarity of the EOF1 to MCA pattern, the indication being that the covariance between the NAO and ENSO is the largest of all the covariant patterns between the Atlantic Ps and the Pacific SST. According to this procedure, a positive CI therefore indicates that El Niño (La Niña) tends to occur about 1 year after a negative (positive) phase of the NAO that occurs in a certain NAO month. A negative CI indicates that El Niño (La Niña) tends to occur about 1 year after the phase of the NAO that is opposite to the positive CI case. A CI near zero indicates that there is no linear relationship between the NAO and the subsequent ENSO. Thus, only a model with a positive CI can reproduce the observed, lagged relationship between the ENSO and NAO. Figure 2 shows a histogram of the 64 CIs. The distribution of the CIs was skewed to the left, the indication being that the ensemble mean of all the NAO months/models revealed a relationship between ENSO and NAO that was similar to the observed relationship. We then defined the criterion for the weighted ensemble mean (details in the next paragraph) to be 0.5, which is the 66th percentile of the CI distribution. The CI values in the corresponding NAO month for the 16 models are shown in Table 1 . At least one NAO month was highly coherent (CI > 0.5) between the NAO and the subsequent ENSO in all of the models, except for the BCCR-BCM2.0. We also applied the CI to the surface pressure of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and the SST of the HadISST in the period 1961-2000, shown by the open bars above the CMIP3 CIs in Fig. 2 . The calculated CI was greater than 0.5 only in the case of the Atlantic Ps in December (0.62). This result is consistent with the observational evidence shown in Part I. We can therefore conclude that a highly positive CI indicates a 1-year-lagged relationship between the NAO and ENSO, which is similar to the observed relationship.
Linear regression analysis
We applied linear regression analysis to the outputs of the CMIP3 models. Atmospheric fields regressed onto the MCA coefficients were used to estimate the magnitude and statistical significance of the anomalous signals associated with both the NAO and ENSO. We calculated a weighted ensemble mean (WEM) of the regression coefficients. For a weighting factor, we used the CI, which is a measure of the coherence between the NAO and ENSO in the individual model described in Sect. 3.1. Furthermore, considering that only the models/NAO months with a high CI succeeded in reproducing the observed NAO-ENSO relationship, we required that CI be greater than 0.5 for inclusion in the WEM. The anomalous fields regressed onto the individual MCA coefficient T A , i.e., time score of Y A (or T P , i.e., time score of Y P , in the cases of Fig. 3a and 4b ) for which the CI was >0.5 (CIs in bold font in Table 1 ) were chosen for inclusion in the WEM (refer to Fig. 1 ). Twenty-one members were chosen in this manner. Statistical significance was estimated based on the standard deviation among the chosen members and was used to judge the robustness of the WEM of regression coefficients. We then calculated the regression coefficient and standard deviation of the WEM, x WEM and σ WEM , respectively, as follows: Table 1) where x denotes the regression coefficient against the MCA coefficients (T A or T P ), M is the number of chosen members, 21, and w is the weight of a member, which was defined as the CI.
Nonlinear baroclinic model
On the basis of observations from previous studies (Barnett et al. 1989; Yasunari 1987 , Yasunari et al. 1991 Part (8) 
w m , w m ≥ 0.5 I), we examined the role of the Eurasian snow anomaly on the NAO-ENSO relationship. However, it is difficult to determine causality between the snow anomaly and atmospheric circulation by using nothing more than CMIP3 results, because snowfall is an internal variable in general circulation models (GCMs). We therefore performed an idealized experiment by using a nonlinear baroclinic model (NLBM) first introduced by Yasui and Watanabe (2010) to diagnose atmospheric responses to the anomalous cooling associated with the amount of Eurasian snow. Such an ideal experiment with a NLBM has been used widely in various studies (e.g., Kosaka et al. 2012) . This model is a sort of dry atmospheric GCM (AGCM), in which the basic state is maintained by restoring temperature. Specifically, the 
Results
CMIP3 multi-model ensemble
First, we show the WEM of the regression coefficients of Ps and SST used for the CI calculation versus the MCA coefficients. Figure 3a shows the WEM of surface pressure anomalies coincident with the NAO month regressed on the MCA coefficients, T P (i.e., a heterogeneous pattern normally used in MCA). A dipole pattern corresponding to the negative phase of the NAO is clearly apparent. Figure 3b shows the evolution of the WEM of the equatorial SST anomalies from 10 months before to 1 year after the NAO month regressed on the MCA coefficients, T A . Warm anomalies begin at 100°W, coincident with the NAO month, and extend over the equatorial Pacific by 1 year after the NAO month. This evolution of anomalous SST fields corresponds well with El Niño. Figure 3c shows the WEM of geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa (Z500) 1 year after the NAO month regressed on T A . Figure 3d is the same as Fig. 3c , but for the temperature anomalies at 850 hPa (T850). A meridional dipole pattern of Z500 between mid-and high-latitudes and corresponding temperature anomalies in the lower troposphere are obvious around the Far East. The resultant Z500 pattern one year after the NAO month is somewhat similar to the positive phase of the observed WP pattern, but its southern and northern center of action are shifted northward compared with the conventional WP pattern (Wallace and Gutzler 1981) . The pattern is actually more similar to the observed WP pattern linked with the NAO in the previous year and concurrent ENSO (refer to Fig. 7 in Part I), except that the northern center of action is shifted northward. The lead-lag relationships among the anomalous fields of surface pressure, SST, Z500, and T850, is consistent with observed relationships, as shown in Part I. Specifically, El Niño (La Niña) and the associated positive (negative) phase of the WP tend to occur about 1 year after a negative (positive) phase of the NAO. We next show the evolution of the equatorial wind fields, which may contribute to the initiation of El Niño. Figure 4a , b show the evolution of the WEM of equatorial surface zonal wind anomalies regressed on T A and T P , respectively. Westerly wind anomalies begin in the western tropical Pacific around 150°E from zero to two months after the NAO month. These anomalies extend to the east by 1 year after the NAO month. The initiation of El Niño is known to be often triggered in the boreal spring by a westerly wind burst in the western tropical Pacific Ocean. We hypothesized that atmospheric variability associated with the NAO during the winter might intensify the background westerly winds in the western tropical Pacific region. ). b Same as panel (a), but for the regression fields on the T P after the NAO month. A cold anomaly was apparent over western Russia (around 30°E and 60°N), the North Indian Ocean (around 90°E and 10°N), and the western Pacific south of Japan (100-150°E and 10-30°N). Figure 5b shows the geopotential height anomaly at 300 hPa (Z300). Even 1 month after the NAO month, a dipole pattern associated with the negative phase of the NAO was apparent over the North Atlantic region. In association with the surface cold anomaly, a cyclonic anomaly was apparent over western Russia (30°E and 50°N ). An anticyclonic anomaly over the Tibetan Plateau (75°E and 40°N) was likely a Rossby wave response to the cyclonic anomaly over western Russia. However, the amplitudes of these wave train-like patterns were quite small; the extremes were −3.6 m for the cyclonic anomaly over western Russia and 7.2 m for the anticyclonic anomaly over the Tibetan Plateau. These small amplitudes might reflect differences of the phase of the wave among ensemble members. High-pressure anomalies were apparent in the surface pressure field over the Tibetan plateau and south/southeast Asia (Fig. 5c ). The surface wind anomalies indicated that the winds were northerly from 20°N to the equator around 130°E and westerly at the equator around 150°E. This wind pattern is likely one of the factors that initiates El Niño, because high-pressure anomalies over the Tibetan plateau intensify the Asian cold surge that intrudes into the tropics and its associated WWB (Yu and Rienecker 1998; Yu et al. 2003; Nakamura et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2011) . Figure 5d shows precipitation anomalies (Pr). Positive anomalies were apparent over the tropical Pacific. Although the anomalies were insignificant with the exception of the eastern Pacific region, the positive Pr anomaly over the western tropical Pacific corresponds to atmospheric heating that induces a westerly wind anomaly accompanied by an off-equatorial cyclonic anomaly through a Matsuno-Gill type atmospheric response (Matsuno 1966; Gill 1980) . The low significance of the Pr anomaly might be due to the large differences of the climatological Pr values among CMIP3 models. It is also noteworthy that anomalously low surface temperatures in the North Indian Ocean may contribute partly to the off-equatorial cyclonic anomalies over the tropical western Pacific (arrows in Fig. 5c ) through an eastward propagating Kelvin wave (Xie et al. 2009 ), although temperature anomalies in the Indian Ocean were quite small (Fig. 5a) . The results of the ensemble mean of the regression fields suggest that near-surface cold anomalies over western Russia may be a key factor in the NAO-ENSO linkage via formation or amplification of a wave train from the Atlantic Ocean to the Tibetan plateau. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the WEM of the extent of snow coverage (SNW) and snow melting flux (SNM) anomalies regressed on T A . The SNM indicates the rate of loss of the amount of snow due to snow melting over the land. Coincident with the NAO month, positive anomalies of SNW were found over Europe (10-40°E and 45-60°N) . This relationship is consistent with a previous report of the observed relationship between the NAO and Eurasian snow (Hori and Yasunari 2003) . Positive and negative anomalies of the SNM were found south and north, respectively, of the SNW anomaly. These anomalies gradually moved to the northeast as the month advanced. This pattern reflects the fact that snow melting is associated with seasonal cycles; the NAO month is mainly relative to the middle of winter, and thus 1 or 2 months after the NAO month corresponds to late winter or early spring. Because positive anomalies of the SNM indicate heat transport from the atmosphere to the land, it is likely that the near-surface cold anomalies over western Russia result from the positive snow anomalies associated with the negative phase of the NAO. We then examined the relationship between the model characterizations of the NAO-ENSO linkage quantified by the CI and NAO-snow linkage. We defined the NAO-snow linkage in terms of the correlation coefficients between T A and snow amount/melting flux 1 month after the NAO month averaged over northern . Figure 7a shows a scatter diagram of NAO-snow amount correlation coefficients versus the CIs among individual NAO months for the 16 models (i.e., 64 samples). Figure 7b shows the same as Fig. 7a , but for the NAO-snow melting correlations. In both cases, the correlation was positive and significant at p < 0.01 (when r > 0.32 for 64 samples), although the correlation coefficient was lower in the case of snow melting (r = 0.583) than in the case of snow amount (r = 0.726). This result indicates that a model that properly reproduces the association of the Eurasian snow anomalies with the NAO phase can also reproduce the evolution of El Niño after the negative phase of the NAO. Conversely, it can be said that a model that fails to reproduce the observed NAO-snow relationship cannot reproduce the observed NAO-ENSO relationship. Figure 7a also shows a scatter of observation based CI and NAO-snow linkage using snow amount of JRA25 (N, D, J, and F; the initial character of the corresponding NAO-month). NAO-snow linkage for the NAO in December shows high correlation (0.29) while the other months show lower correlations (−0.40 for November, 0.11 for January, and −0.35 for February). This is consistent with that in observations only December NAO correlates well with the following ENSO. These results are strongly supported by the observational evidence presented in Part I.
Ideal model experiment
The results based on the statistical analyses performed in Sect. 4.1 strongly suggest that there is an important association between Eurasian snow anomalies and the NAO that affects the NAO-ENSO relationship. However, the amplitudes of the negative Z300 anomaly over western Russia and the positive Z300 anomaly over the Tibetan Plateau only weakly support the contention that there is an atmospheric response to snow anomalies associated with the NAO. Therefore, we next performed an idealized experiment using the NLBM to clarify the atmospheric response to the snow anomaly and its influence on remote tropical atmospheric circulation. Based on the experimental design described in Sect. 3.3, anomalous forcing is required for the ANOM run. We defined the forcing that mimics the cold anomaly (Fig. 5a ) due to a large snow anomaly (Fig. 6) to be the horizontal distribution and vertical profile of the cooling anomaly shown in Fig. 8 . This anomalous forcing cooled the atmosphere constantly during the 30-day model run. Figure 9a shows the 30-day average of the Z300 anomaly of the ANOM run compared to the CNTL run. Whereas cyclonic anomalies were apparent over northern Europe and western Russia (−75 m around 75°E, 60°N), there were anticyclonic anomalies with relatively weaker amplitudes northeast of the Tibetan plateau (+30 m around 100°E, 40°N). The corresponding wave activity flux, which is discussed by Takaya and Nakamura (2001) and is an indicator of the group velocity of the quasi-geostrophic Rossby wave, propagated like a Rossby wave from western Russia to the Tibetan plateau. Although there is inconsistency in the amplitudes and locations of the anomalies between the idealized model result (Fig. 9a ) and the CMIP3 result (Fig. 5b) , the idealized model indicates that Rossby wave activity originated in western Russia and propagated eastward across the Eurasian continent. Figure 9b shows a vertical cross section of the geopotential height anomaly and the corresponding flux of wave activity along the path of propagation of the stationary Rossby wave (brown line in Fig. 9a ). The Rossby wave was generated near a surface wave source (around 30°E, below 0.5 σ) and propagated up-and-eastward. Downward propagation was apparent around the Tibetan plateau in association with an anticyclonic anomaly that extended toward the lower troposphere (110°E, below 0.5 σ). Figure 9c shows the geopotential height anomaly at 850 hPa and associated horizontal wind anomaly vectors. A high-pressure anomaly was apparent east of the Tibetan plateau (around 120°E, 30°N), and a northwesterly wind anomaly was apparent from the Asian continental region to the western equatorial Pacific (around 130°E, 0°-20°N). The resultant surface wind anomalies were not similar to the CMIP3 results shown in Fig. 5c and the observational evidence shown in Part I. However, the physical process might be at least qualitatively consistent with the CMIP3 and the observations, because these monthly mean surface wind anomalies might intensify higher frequency variabilities, namely, the Asian cold surges that intrude into the tropics and thus intensify the WWB over the western tropical Pacific. 
Possible mechanisms
On the basis of the linear regression analysis results for the 16 CMIP3 models, in which only fields that had high coherency between the winter NAO and 1-year-lagged ENSO were used, we hypothesized that the snow anomalies over western Russia were associated with the NAO and remotely influenced the near-surface pressure fields over the Tibetan plateau via propagation of a stationary Rossby wave. An idealized experiment using a NLBM was performed to examine the remote influence of the snow anomaly on the near-surface pressure fields over the Tibetan plateau. This experiment showed a wave train-like pattern over Eurasia similar to the hypothesized Rossby wave. The surface wind fields in the western tropical Pacific obtained from NLBM show different wind direction and amplitude from those by the CMIP3, although some agreement among them are found, that is, the westerly anomalies over the western tropical Pacific and off-equatorial cyclonic anomalies. A reason of this will be discussed in the next section. We then hypothesized a possible mechanism for the 1-year-lagged relationship between the NAO and ENSO in Fig. 10 as follows:
• In association with the negative (positive) phase of the NAO in winter, larger (smaller) amounts of snow fall in eastern Europe/western Russia. Snow anomalies persist and gradually move northeastward during the transition of the seasons from winter to early spring.
• Larger (smaller) amounts of snow cool (warm) the atmosphere near the surface, and the resultant stationary Rossby wave response to the cooling induces a cyclonic (anticyclonic) anomaly over that region.
• A downstream anticyclonic (cyclonic) anomaly over the Tibetan plateau induces a relatively high (low) surface pressure anomaly over southeastern Asia through the induction of a low-level wind anomaly by the upperlevel geopotential anomaly (Lau and Holopainen 1984; Lau and Nath 1991) . The higher (lower) surface pressure anomaly intensifies (weakens) the Asian cold surge that intrudes into the equatorial warm pool region.
• Because of equatorward transport of the cold/dry air and higher planetary vorticity, cold surges reaching the tropics often generate off-equatorial cyclones north of the equator, which intensify WWBs (Yu and Rienecker 1998; Yu et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2011 ).
• The WWBs intensified by the surges initiate an El Niño in the early spring. Once the El Niño is initiated, the tropical convective region and associated warm SST region gradually move eastward as a result of air-sea interactions in the tropics (i.e., Bjerknes feedback). Consequently, an El Niño outbreak occurs several months later.
Discussion
In the initiation during boreal spring, the anomalous westerly wind in the western tropical Pacific excites intra-seasonal, oceanic Kelvin waves that induce warming of SST in the central-eastern tropical Pacific. Warming of SST then continues for several months and is accompanied by an eastward extension of the anomalous westerly wind, the result being formation of an El Niño-like SST pattern in the following summer to winter. During this development from spring to winter, the SST-warming anomalies are sustained by the westerly wind anomaly and in turn enhance the westerly wind in the western tropical Pacific, a mechanistic process known as positive Bjerknes feedback. We demonstrated that the winter NAO affects WWBs remotely and thus has an impact on ENSO variation. However, it should be noted that the WWB intensified remotely by the NAO initiates El Niño in a stochastic rather than a deterministic manner. Therefore, the winter NAO does not have a deterministic influence on ENSO. Because our CI analysis and regressions are based on linear relationships, the results also show a relationship between a positive NAO and a 1-year-lagged La Niña, a relationship also demonstrated in Part I. It can be hypothesized that WWBs weakened remotely by a positive NAO decrease the probability of an El Niño's being initiated. The WWBs are a key factor in the atmospheric forcing that initiates an El Niño. Seiki et al. (2011) have examined the extent to which the relationship between WWBs and ENSO are reproducible using CMIP3 models. The second column of Table 1 shows the reproducibility of the results of the models examined by them. There seems to be no clear correspondence to the CI values (third column). Seven CI values exceed the criterion of 0.5 in models evaluated as "Acceptable" or "Good", but 21 CI values exceed 0.5. However, if we consider only the observational results of the NAO during December, the number of CI values exceeding 0.5 is 3 for models evaluated as "Acceptable" (CNRM-CM3 and CSIRO-Mk3.0) or "Good" (MRI-CGCM2.3.3), and the total for all models is 5. Moreover, most CIs exceeding 0.5 are found in the early winter (i.e., November and December) for models evaluated as "Acceptable" or "Good". This finding seems reasonable, because winter-to-spring Eurasian snow anomalies are dominated by an early-winter rather than a late-winter NAO phase (Hori and Yasunari 2003) .
The amplitudes of the ensemble mean westerly wind anomalies associated with WWB are weak (maximum is about 1.0 m s −1 ). This is because the amplitudes of the anomaly of the ensemble mean are attenuated by the different locations of the response, which depends on the model. As examples of different responses between different models, single-model lag-regressions in CSIROMk3.0 and MRI-CGCM2.3.3 are shown in Fig. 11 . In CSIRO-Mk3.0 wave-train responses in Z300 are found as a negative anomaly in western Russia and positive around Lake Baikal (Fig. 11a) . In MRI-CGCM2.3.3 wave-train responses appear as a negative anomaly on the Russian Arctic coast and as a positive anomaly north of the Tibetan Plateau (Fig. 11b) . The amplitude of the anomaly of each model is larger (e.g., −25 m in CSIRO-Mk3.0 and −20 m in MRI-CGCM2.3.3 for the negative anomaly of Z300) than the ensemble mean (−3.6 m in Fig. 5b ). Because the locations of the wave-train responses of the two models differ slightly, the superposition of the two waves results in attenuation of the amplitudes. However, physical linkage between the cold surface temperature in Europe/western Russia and the associated wave-train responses are commonly found in the different models. The amplitudes of the equatorial westerly wind anomalies are not larger in the two models than the ensemble mean. Maxima are 0.7 m s −1 at 135°E in CSIRO-Mk3.0 (Fig. 11c) and 0.5 m s −1 at 145°E in MRI-CGCM2.3.3 (Fig. 11d) . The intensity of westerly wind due to WWB was stronger (exceeding 10 m s −1 ) if it was observed instantaneously or on a daily mean timeframe. However, the magnitudes of the monthly mean westerly wind anomalies during spring, which are related to an initiation ENSO, are a few m s −1 (e.g., Yu et al. 2003; Nakamura et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2011) . Thus, the equatorial westerly wind anomalies obtained from the ensemble mean along with the individual models are not so weak as compared with observations.
We used the idealized model simulation in Sect. 4.2 to demonstrate the responses of the atmosphere to forcing associated with the cooling in Eastern Europe/western Russia related to the snow anomaly. The results qualitatively supported the CMIP3 (Sect. 4.1) and observation results (Part I). However, there were some inconsistencies among the models. In particular, the resultant surface wind anomaly in the western tropical Pacific did not directly correspond with the WWB. Whereas the CMIP3 results showed the westerly anomaly concentrated at the equator (Fig. 5c ), the idealized model simulation showed a broad northwesterly anomaly north of the western tropical Pacific (Fig. 9c, around 130°E,  0°-20°N ). This might be due to lack of air-sea interactions in the idealized model (i.e., Bjerknes feedback mechanism). However, because WWBs are intensified by background westerly wind anomalies, this result suggests that the forcing associated with cooling in Europe can influence the tropical Pacific without any feedback from ocean variations.
As we mentioned before, it is possible that many processes in addition to those addressed in this study cause the NAO-ENSO linkage. In the peak season of ENSO the tropical Pacific SST anomaly significantly impacts atmospheric circulation anomalies over the North Atlantic via the PNA pattern (e.g., Enfield and Mayer 1997; Klein et al. 1999; Saravanan and Chang 2000) or the stratospheric pathway (Scaife et al. 2005; Cagnazzo and Manzini 2009) . The relevance of such concurrent effects from ENSO to NAO to the 1-year-lagged NAO-ENSO relationship may be problematic, at least considering the linear response of the system to ENSO. However, ENSO itself and its impacts on the atmosphere are nonlinear. For example, both in the beginning phase of El Niño and in the peak phase of La Niña, the tropical convection that strengthens anomalously in the western tropical Pacific often induces a negative PNA pattern. If the near-zero tropical SST anomaly in the concurrent winter of NAO (i.e., on the +0 m line in Fig. 3b) were a composite reflection of the beginning of El Niño and the end of La Niña, a negative PNA might be induced as a non-linear response to ENSO. Such an hypothesis about the non-linear response to ENSO could be applied to the stratospheric pathway. However, in the 16 CMIP-3 models used in this study only CNRM-CM3 (model top is 0.05 hPa/75 km) has a model top sufficiently high to simulate stratospheric variability. The other models have low tops (lower than 1.0 hPa). Furthermore, only the CNRM-CM3 and MRI-CGCM2.3.3 have more than three levels above 10 hPa (Cordero and Forster 2006) . We therefore consider that most models did not simulate stratospheric variability. Thus present study did not take the roles of the stratosphere into account. Furthermore, attributions of both the NAO and ENSO to MJO-related anomalies in the tropics (Zavala-Garay et al. 2005; Cassou 2008; Lin et al. 2009 ) might explain part of the remote and delayed linkage between NAO and ENSO. Although the fidelity of the behavior of the MJO simulated by CMIP3 models to observations is not very good (Lin et al. 2006) , it is noteworthy that the CNRM-CM3 and ECHAM5/MPI-OM models, which Lin et al. (2006) have remarked to do the best job of simulating the MJO among the CMIP3 models, showed a high CI with the December NAO (Table 1) . Considering the role of the MJO in the NAO-ENSO relationship, applying the CI analysis to CMIP-5 models that exhibit an overall improvement over the CMIP3 models in the simulation of tropical intra-seasonal variability (Hung et al. 2013 ) might be one approach to deepening understanding of this issue.
Summary
This study was carried out to complement the observational evidence presented in Part I that a winter NAO precedes an ENSO during the second half of the following year, and to identify a possible mechanism underlying the relationship between the NAO and ENSO by use of a multi-model analysis with a coupled atmosphere-ocean climate model. We developed an index, the CI, which is a measure of the coherence between the NAO and ENSO in a particular model. Selection of CMIP3 models with positive CI values made it possible to reproduce the observed 1-year-lagged relationship between the NAO and ENSO in the coupled models. Multi-model ensemble means of the regression fields associated with the negative phase of the NAO revealed the important role of Eurasian snow anomalies in the remote influence of the NAO on modification of the WWB in the western tropical Pacific region. An ideal model experiment using a NLBM, similar to a dry AGCM, supported the remote influence of the NAO on the western tropical Pacific via Eurasian snow anomalies. The inconsistency between the idealized model and CMIP3 results suggested the importance of air-sea interactions to enhancement of WWBs. Anomalous fields obtained from multi-model ensemble means of CMIP3 models agreed with the observational results shown in Part I. We therefore established that the CI is a useful tool for quantifying the physical linkage between two phenomena, even if they are separated spatially and temporally.
In this study, we focused on the influences of the NAO on ENSO. In general, however, influences of tropical variability on the extra-tropics are more obvious. In fact, because ENSO has a characteristic period of 4 years, we cannot rule out the possibility that the winter NAO is excited by the remote influence of an El Niño during the previous year. Yasunari (1987) and Barnett et al. (1989) 
